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ThPi document was prepare or the IAltith a for Com-.

puter SCiences and Technology, N4 onal Bureau Standards%

by the Federal Computer Perforitydocce Evaluation a d Simula-

tion Center (FEDSIM). It is based on a sim lar document
originally prepared for use by the. U.S. Aix Forge in support

of militaky 'analyses. That document has beef reafranged,
exemples bave been changed, and the do'eument ha been made,

more generally applicable so that it may be us d throughout
the Federal simulation community. Recommepdati ns for im-

., .'provements of these guideline's are solicited. t is inted-
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1 COMPUTER MODEL DOCUMENTATION GUIDE

This document provides" guidelines for prepar-'
inc,documenta on for computer models. Recommend-
ed'structures r four types of manuals providing
model, informat on for 1 four different classes of
audiences (managers, users,,--analysts, and program-
mers)y' is presented. This document specifies the
content of sections and subsections .for each type

of manual. Manuals prepared using these guide-
lihes will enable persons interested in a model to
understand,, the cagabilities and limitationk_of
that model.

Key words: docuientation;
smulatinn.

. A
manuals; models;

I. INTRODUCTION

This drgft document provilies'-iiiidelines for- preparing

documen'tatj.on for computer models, as well as complete sub-

models delivered, separately. The primary goal. of model do-'

.cumentation is to communicate 4Ifectively the details of
model,design a<nd operation to persons with varying interests
in 'a model. Since a model's developers are frequently, not
the modill'S ultimate,users, complete, concise documentation

°' is .essential for effectivelmodel use. Documentation should
inform analysts familiar with the phenomena being modeled,

or the modeiling techniques employed, of- the essential
features and assumptions of a

used
'model. Throughout its

life cycle, a model may be used and modified by 'various peo-

ple, making accurate and current documentation of the under-,
,lying computer program essential for proper, correct use and

maintenance pf the model. Ultimately, model results'may be

used in aidecision-making environment by individuals who.ares
aknfamiliaryith the-details of modeling and 'the' 'associated

-111enefits, risks, and costs.',, In such,situalions,tmodel docu-

mentation should describe; in non-technical terms,, the en-,

.vironment in wh-icb a*model.can bp.-..useful; limitations on its

-use, and the manpower, 'time, and dollar c et! reqUired .,by

its age. . These guidelines recommend' s tuctures and some
conventions for preparing model documentati nin the form of

manuals for users, analysts, programmer , and,managers.
Each type of manual should provide clear, co case decumenta-'
tion ,,that Ls directed toward an audience w th a particUlat
interest in a model.

.
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These guidelines devote a section to each type of manu-
.

).al, i.e., The Managef's Manual, The User's Manual, The
Programmer's Manual, The Analyst's Manual.. Each "section be-
gins ;:ilith table of contents.that lists ,recommended topic's
'of interest to users of that manual. Items may be added to
or deleted from this 'table of contents, however, according
to individual requirements. The discussion foi each manual
enlarges upon the items required inseach Of the sections and
subsections, as recommended in the table of contents for
that manual. Terms used in each manual should-be those
directed toward that manual's audience.'

These guidelines are for,models that are used chiefly
in a decision-makingenvireument. Thus, thg main goal of a
Manager's Manual, is toqassist managers to make -decision's.
To accomplish this,the Ma-nual must describe the model and
its application to managers (including the management' that
sponsoied ithe model) who may be interested in using a
developed capability. The Manual should provide managers
with sufficient information to permit them 'to accurately as-
sess model input requirements (including time, money, and
other resources), available outputs, and the accuracy and
precision of the results. Managers can use'this Manual in-
justifying the employment of 4the model and in evaluating
subsequent results.

A user is assumed eW be interested mainly in deriving
results from a model for specific applications. The guide -
.lines recommendthat the User's Manual be organized into ,a

section for the user and a section for the data technicians
who willeset-up and run the model. To use the model Intel-
ligeptly, a user must be'eware of its logicd1 structure,' the
general simulation approach, and any assumptions and limits-
tionsaffecting the modek's. applicability. A user need not
lie interested in details of programming or analysis beyond
the preparation. of input data and the interpretation of
model 'results.

. Programmers are\interested primarily in maintaining and
modifying .a model. A programmer must correct any errors
discovered during model usage that, are not attributable to'
user-entered data. Programmers, especially those required
to'convert a model to another computer systei, need to
underitand features of a model that are installatiop unique.
T us;,the Programmer's Manual must provide all the details

cessary to understand the operation of a model: to debug
it, to maintsid and modify. it, and to convert the model to
othi, computer systems.'

a
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These guidelined assume an analyst to be interested
primariry in the analytical techniques and algorithms used
in(a model. An analyst is concerned with the equations used
in a model and the methbds used for model verification and
validation. -An analyst 'does not need to know user ,details
such as input and output formats, or programming details in-
volving language syntax.

Deciiions about which of these manuals are actually're-
quired,, whether or no; theY'should be prepared in separate
volumes, etc., should be made on a case-by-case. bladis.
Also, a plan should be-developed for'documentation updates
and maintenance; so that these manuals rem'a'in current. Such
issues as these should be dealt with early during the model
planning and development phases, so that 'documentation. re-
quirements actually become ,part of the development plan,
rather than an afterthought.. Further, applicable documenta-
tion produce& using programming conventions should be used
in conjunction with these guidelines.'

Otherlguidelines prepared ,specifically to support com-
puter software documentation-are available which may used
in conjunction with this guideline. These documenta are: f

FIPS PUB 30, Software Summary for Describing COmpUter Pro-

' grams and Automated Data Systems. It is used,to announce
computer programs which are transferable, and have broad ap-
plicability. A standar software summary form is 4f.ned
(SF-185), which permits description of the program for iden-=-
tification, referenc and dissemination. This form is used
by the General Services Administration for registry-of' pro-
grams and for publications of program ,abstracts in the
Federal Software- Exchange Catalog.

(--

FIPS PUB 38, Guidelines for Documentation' of Computer Pro-
grams and Automated Data Systems. It provides guidance to
documentation content for the development p

requirements ddcbmentation, system specif
operations atid maintenance manuals, and test

ase, including
cations, user,
documentation.

FIPS PUB 64,4(. Guidelines for Documentation of 'Computer Pro-
grams and Automated Data Systods for the Initiation Phase. .

This document provides guidance for-project requests, feasi- 6

bility studies, and cost benefit analyses:

\
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II. GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING A MANAGER'S. MANUAL

This section provides a recommended structure' for the
Manager's Manual and describcks the -contents cif each section
and subsection.' A manual prepared using 'these guidelines
will vroyidedescriptions ofmodel capabilities and require-
ments such that model,strengths and%limitations will be com-
muntcated to decision makers and potential vusers. The
Manager's Manual will provide managers with sufficient in-
formation .to -permit them to, accurately 'assess model input_
requirements (including time, money, and ',other resources),
available outputs, and the accuracy and prec4aion of the
results. Managers can use the Manager's Manualid justify-
ing. the employment of theemodel and in evaluating subsequent

. results. Figure'II-1 is a recommended table of content's for.
preparing 4 Manager's Manual.` The sections and subsectidts
included in that ligureslist.suggested topics that are of
illferst to managers. Items-may be added to or deleted from
this table of contentshoweVer, according to individual re-
quirements.

1,. Introduction

The introduction should identify the sponsoring nrganr-
zation, provide the background of the project, state the
purpose of the aodel, and present an overview of the remain-
ing sections in the manual. A cabman introduction used for
other. manuals prepared for a model may be used only if that
introduction is void of specialized terms: _The specific
purpose of the Manager's'Manual should be included. in the
introduction in a statement of 'the form:

"The purpose of this manual is to communicate to
management the capabilities, and limitations of (model
name)."

2. Model Description

A This section shouldprovide a summary of model capabil-
ities and limitations. Use high-level block diagrams to

I clarify the narrattve, aS needed.

O
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This subsection hould briefly summarize the capabili-
ties of the model. Include highlights of mathematical and
engineering concepts (but nqt equations) used as the basis
of the model., Ihclude .a statement of the model's primary,
purpose. For example,, "the model can be used to determine
the daily number of-iiachines in a job shop'required,to pro-
cess.thedaill otakAs Provide ,an overview of -Junctional
details that explains how the model accomplishes its stated
purpose. Dtsculis the general' areas of the model's applica-
bility, includihg the de0.sion making environments. For ex-
ample, describe'the types of systems and situations'that can
be simulated by `the 'model (possibly with minor chdnges), in-
cluding the numbei,and,kinds of subsystems thpt'can be simu-
lated. For example,'if a job.shop model includes,orde'r pro-
cessing, Machine repair, air distribution subsystems, ',then
theitr,desCriptions,should be provided. Also include the re-
lationship of this model, to any other models (i.e., another
model may prepare input,data for this model).

Input/Otitput'Classes

,Provide a short discussion on, the different classes of
input data .required to drive the model and of output data
generated'by the model.'. For example, a job shop model might
require entering the number of productibn centers, the
number of machines per production center, the service/ rates
of the machines, and the routing of the jobs (oraer().JEx-
ampler of model outpyt include statistics that show the
utilizations (petcent busy time) of Ape production,centeri
and the jab7,turnaround (total processing) time Identify
any special 'pr recessing required for input data, as well
as all-Oat- prosing required on model results.

J: 2;1, Assumptions and Liditations
$

List assumptions and limitations concerning the appli-:
cabilit/ of: the model. Identify an/ restrictions on model
usage caused by accuracy limitations of input data and -out-

.
put.quantities.' Provide comieks on levels of detail in; the
model that affect the 'model's applicability. For. example,
ari analytical .representatibn rather than a detailed simula-
tion of,a System,componeni could affect model application.
Also describe any use of random parameters that may affect
the accuracy and use of r14del*output.
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3. Model DeVeloimerit end Experimentation.

This section should describe significant model experi-
ments 'already run and should provide details. on model ver.i-

. ication and validation procedures used. 'Include information
on tile model's development history resource costs and re-
quirernts, and use.'

3.1 Development History

This subsection sh941d provide pert ent details of the
history 9f model development. Include comments on any air
'ternative methods to compUter 'simulation that were con-
sidered. grovide inforpation on any "lessons learned" dur-
ing Model development, such as cost overruns, model develop--
mept delays, user dissatisfaction with model result's, insufr-
ficient workload data to support current and future model
applications, inadequate model documentation, poorly defined
problems, etc.

3.2 Verification /Validation 4

This subsection should describe any verification and
validation procedures performed on the model. Include any
analyses performed-on the sensitivitVof model output data
to variations in model input data.

3.3 Model Experiments
.-)fir

Describe significant model experiments performed and
their results. Briefly describe the purpose of each experi-
ment and the extent to which each experiment's goals were
realized., Discuss the management decisions affected by each
experiment. Discussion Of major model exderiments may be
included in separate subsectiond (e.g., 3.3.1,'3.3.2)-

3.4 Costs and Resource Requirements

This section should provide details on the costs and
resource requirements of the model. Include the cost (in
time and Money) of colleting and validating input data.
For example, long and costly data collection efforts may be
necessary. Provide comments on model maintenance and exper-
iment co ta. Dissiuss job"turnaiound times (including typi-
cal run t mes) andpeculiar model requirements such as ab-
normally arge core requirements or long run times. Include
comments. 'n model portability and security requirements, as
needed.

e
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4.
.
Current, and Additional Applications..

This section should summarize, benefits already derived
from the model and recommend other applications for the
model. 7

4.1 Current Use

This subsection should briefly describe how the model
has been used by management in'its decision \making process.
Provide details of recommendations and conclusions derived
using the model.

4.2 Additional Applications

This subsection should provide details of any addition,
al applicationi and uses of themodel beyond the current
usage: DiscUss.in general terms ani extensions and enhance-

.

ments . to the 'model which are feasibl and could improve its
utility% Identify any extensions which have been scheduled
or planned.

..

APPENDICES

TWO appendices should be provided as required. Appen-
dix 'A should reference all .other project documentation (in-

a eluding the User's -Manual, Analyst's Manual, and
Programmer's Manuld), including references to the organiza,"
tion and 'person 'responsible for maintaining the document.

'Include. 'references to any documentation of experiments per-

;*.

farmed using the model. Appendilr B should list all applica-
ble 'documents (excluding project documentation previously.
included in Appendix A):including cited and uncited refer- i
ences. ,

1112 ." 1,
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'III.. .GUIDELiNES.FORPREPWRING A 'USER'S MANUAL

This section presents1a Yecommended User's Manual or-
ganizational structure and discusses the contents of sec-
tions and subsections to be included therein., A User's

VManual prepared using these guidelines will enable a nonpro-
gramming model user to understand the model's logical struc-
ture, the input data requirements, the results produced by
the model, and the use of model- results. jiglire
presents a recommended table of contents for a User's Manu-
al. The sections and subsections contained in the figure
cover the general needs of a user interested in a model. In

documenting a particular model, however, sections and sub-
Sections may 'be added to improve clari y, and some subsec-

.

rions may be omitte$,tqr, simple models. Note that' there is

a certain amount o-tedundance among the various' secrions of
a User's Manual pre'pared according to these guidelines.
Nevertheless, the provess- ively increasing level of 'detail
dictated by this structure is desirable to satisfy &ifferent
levels °Fuser interest in the manual.

1. Introduction

The User's ManuaA introduction should contain the back-
ground of the project, the purpose of the model, and an
overview of the remaining lections in the manual. A common,

introduction may be used for all
of

manuals prepared for a
mode., but, the specific purpose of the User's Manual should
be included in a statement o?%the form:

"The purpose of this manual is to pro-vide honprogram-
ming' users of (model name) with the information neces-
tary to use the model effecttmely."

. Description of the Model

This section should contain a well-Structured presenta-
tion oi the logical details of the model. The material here
should be descriptive and include block diagrams and tables
and' 'charts where needed; it should not give .details needed
by a data technician to run the model.

2.1 Overview

This subsection should provide sufficient general in-

about the model to assist a user in determining
the applicability of the model for specific needg.

16
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2.1.1 Model Identification The identification should contain
the name of.the physical system being simulated, naM'of the
model (acronym and expansion), programMing linguage(O'used

-

to implement. the model, computer(s) on'which the model may
be n, and relationships, if any, to other modela.

2.1,2 Physical System Highlights. Include a block diagram
that shows the physical system or phenomenon bring simulat
ed. .Discuss, at a macro leyel, the major system elements
shown tm the diagrasi, their relation to each other, and "the
flow of.contror: information, data, and activity ',between
then, as appropriate. In the case of complex models, pro-
vide in this subsection a first-level block diagram that

shows the major subsystems and their interactions, and

of physical system

post-

pone the details of each of the until Subsection,
2;2.1. "'Figure, 111-2 is an examp1te
highlights depicting the operatiOns of,a,typical shop model.

2.1.3 Model Applicability r Discuss the general magnitude of
model applicability. The types of systems or situations
that can be simulated by the model (possibly with minor
changes) and the number of _subsystems (e.g., production
centers and machines per production center in a job shoe

simulation) that-can be handled are examples of material to
be included in this subsection.

2.1.4 Input and Output. Provide a general statement of . the

differtnt kinds of input data needed to drive the model, the
*output data generated .,by the model, and-uses of model *out-
put. For example, a'job shop model,might require entering
the number of prodUction centers, the number of machines per
production center, the service rates of themaChines, and
the routing of the jobs '(orders). Examples' of model output-

ipclude- statistics that showthe utilizations (percent busy
time) ofthe prodtiction centers and the job turnaround (to-

. tal prpcessing) times. The principal model use could be to
determinethe number of machines in a job shop -required to

process the daily orders.
/ 7

Highlight any special data collecition prbcedures (e.g.,
run other modelsor computer programs, extract data from do-
cuments OT conduCt sampling experiments) reqyAred
to produce model input data. List any unique data sources
or other organizations that might have to be contacted to

gather data. Figure 111-3 is an example of an input/output
'schematic.

r.
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2.2 Methodology ,.
. . .

.
s r ..,

* :
.

This swbsection should provide theuser with a detailed
understandlng,of.how tht model works. ., -

2.2.1 Physical System Details. This subsect*on,.is .an. ela-
boration of Subsection 2.1.. The .operations that take
place in each of the' Vloks In the Physical. System Blotk Di-
agram shrtild, be- discussed' in detiil. Detailedblaci di-
agrams'of subsystems shuld be provided fOr. 31 complex model.
The level of detail used in the simul#ion (e.g.,. the

smallest meaningful time increment foi 'event-type models,
the way in whichcomplex system interactions are,simOlified .

1 he model) ihould'be clearly indicated.
,

2.2.2 Model Logic and Data Flow. This subsection, shbuld
describe the logical flow of'data throught'the model, from

. the entry of input data to the genecition of oitput data.
Include a schematic that indicates the majormodel saftwafe
elements, the data flow trktween model elements, and model

.

inpyts and- outputs; Figures 111-4 and III(-5 are etwo t

of schematics for' the 'same- model. Either of these twp
types, of any other type of schematic' that tleary deT. Fts
model logic and data noir

t.
may be used. Adcompanying dis-

cus sion shoUld relate model lemehts ale data flow to physi-
cal systemeleients and data flow described -in Section

0"..

2.1.2., For complex models, Include a table,ihat relates
physical system names to the program segments that simulate
them. .

,

. "
4

.0 y

2`.3 Assumptions and Limitations' ',
,,

All ,the system-related assuMtions, assumptions on 4-

model.parameterk (e.g., hard- coded -values), limitations on
Output accuracy, and, any restrictions. an.the use. of the

model should be discussed-in detail.

2.3.1 System-Related Assumperins and Limitations. List '!itny

assumptions that..11mit or describe the kinds of systems or
phenomena that-are treated in the model. For example, a

description of .a' j0,101610 modeMPsfibuld define the,modetrs
boundaries (i.e., theThhbAystems that the model includes),
the kinds of activities AImulateld (e.g.,'machine failures
and repairs), etc. '

2.3.2 Model Parameters. tist the valid ranges for prinpal
Si model inpdt ,Iparameters (e.g., the maximum. and minimum

number of subsystems).. Also list values for .any parameters
that are included in the model ,software and cannot°be modi
flied by the user.

A j,
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.

2.3.3 Output Limitations. List any limitations on ',output

usage caused by inaccuracy of the output data. For example,

alldigits in an output data'field may not be significant

because, the input data-are estimates, and high precision in

the Output data is either unobtainable or inappropriate.'

4".3.4 Restrictions on Model Use. .Enumerate all 'Testrictio s

on mode4 usage. For example, a.job shop'motel,leatrticti n

might be that only first-in, irst-out queuing_Osciplines
are modeled for the productioh centers.

'3: Model Input Data

This section should describe in detail all the input

data needed to run the^model. The material in this and the

four subsequent sectionsshould serve as a reference for

both the offer and the data technician who runs the model.

3.1 Gene?al Desciiption

This subsection'should.describe the.bveeall input data

strucpire and the data media'(tape, carda,"gdisk data sets,

eteL). Include astable that ttows input data set names,

thera. media. ; and any general* data limitations. Also,

describe the .interdependence, ifAny, of .input data sets.

'(Detailed, descriptions' of individual dataoltems within the

input det'a-sets should be left fo'r Section 3.2.)

3.2 Detailed Deiciiptions

Input_,aata,'iteMs are normally organized' in related

groups, such as machine performance characterise s, job

processing requirements, etc., or as ihedata items'that are

'entered-on one punch card. These related groups of-data es- .

,tablleh and define a data .set and shhuld be described,

gether. The input data sets and -the items within each data

set should be disbvssed in, the order of their appearance in'

the run stream. For (each input data set, provide the fol--

lowing information (each.dPata set description ,shduld beiln

on a new page).

S.2.1 Data Set Name.

In this subsection give an overview of the data set's ,con-

tents and its purp se.

3.2.1.1 Number of inputs. Indicat'e the number 61 crate sets

of this, type and the maximum number of data items in the

data_set_that_may Lot must) be uswi in the simulation. Dis-

cuss any factors that influence the total number of inputs

from this dat$\ set.

-17-
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3.2.1.2 Other Related Data Sets. List any data sets whose,
. contents depend on ot dictate the input values for this data

'set; Distuss the reationsibips betWeen data items An the
,data sets.

C
r

3.2.1.3 Description oe,,Data Items; ` In this subsection, pro-
'vide general comments'ap the format of the tate items (e.g.,
free.ford,,infeger in Ord-columns 8-11,-NAMLIS;) followed
by the description of, each of'the data_iteml For each
item, the following should be given: name, type, fOrmit (if
fixed), permissible range or fixed valpe, unit of measure-

' ment, default value (value assumed by Ehe program when the
item is omitted), definition of the item describing how it
is used in the model, re aIvionship to other data items.
Tables should be used' whe e appropriate.

.,
.

5.2.1.4 Sample Itput. g. .
i

--.

A format layout should b provided lot the data set, to pro-
vide, the user a vie al reference for preparing the input
data.

,

t

3.3 Data Collection and Maintenance

An important part of model application is data, collec-
tion. Therefore, it is necessary to'include apprepriate'in-
structions on data .collection and maintenance. ~Specific
responsibilities need to be assigned to analysts apd users
for these functions.

,

3.3,1 ?ata Sources. Discuss the data sources foi eaCh input
data set. The discussion should identify the form in which
raw data are available, other organizational elements from
which the data must be collected, if appropriates. and the
time required to colleCt4the data.

0

3.3.2 Collectio. Procedures. Describe any special seatisti7
cal rAchniqu or experiments -tor obtaining the date. 'Iden
tify 4101, other computer programs or models, that must be used
to "coltect or process data; and list or reference' instruc-
tions for their use. Where appropriate, include a flowcart-
that illustrates' the major data collection steps and their
sequence. Figure 111-6 is an example of special procedures
to be used in obtaining dita for a model. In .this example,
the type and frequency of orders are analyzed along-: with
production center performance data to produce a statistical
data bttse. This-data base is_then-.Usid as input to a model

$

4

7

411
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t.

of the order handling process.. The order model -produces
data that profiles the arrival patterns, roptinghtistribu-
tions,. and processing requirements of the jobs. These data
are,jin turn-, used as input, to the job shop model.'.

3.3.3 Updating Procedures. Give step-by-step procedures-for
maintaining the data sets and preparing them'for new experi-
ments. Identify any other computer programs ,that,s'must be
used to update the data se,ts, and list or reference,instruc-,
tions for titular-use. Where appropriate, include a flowchart
that illustrates the major update procedures and their se-
quence.

w. Model Output Data

This section should describe in detail all the output
data produced by the model and should indicate their mean-
ings and uses. .,

4 .
iel Generii Description

Discuss the overall output 6trucire in this. section.
Indicate the number and types of output data sets, utput
media, correlation between outputs, quantity of output (op-
tional, and mandatory), and postprocessing, if any, that
should perforded on the output data.

4.2 Detail dDescription
. '

For each output data set (or major group-of _logically con-
nected data items), provide-she'folaowini information (each
output dataset- should begin oaf" a new page).

4.2,1 Data Set Name. Give the full' name or acronym, of the
output difa set or group of data under this Subheading,
Give an overview of the data set's contenes, its purpose,
and. its relation, to other model results.

.4.2.1.1.Descript of Items. Each output item, should be
in 71.4 table that shows its name, a brief descrip-

}ionk-',alid givei informatioa to use in validity checking, if
appropriate,. Ach6panying-tiscussion should expand on each
item's description'anci should show how the items are die -rived
or calculated. "Ihtlude mathematical 'formulae where ap-
,propriate.

4.2.1.2 Interpretation. Explain how the data Jte ms can be
used, and. describe actions to be taken for an subsequent
runs based on the output.

(3
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4.2.1.3-*Sample Output. Include A sample of the output data

set.' V.sample format is satisfactory where it is not prac-

tical to provide an actual sample.

5. Run Preparation Instructpns

:,'This section' of the User's Manual should -describe pro-

%ceilures for organizing the input data to submit computer
rins as discussed in Section 3.

Run-Stream Description
4

'

This subsection should give a pictorial (or tabular)

representatorp'of the deck constituting the run-stream that

shows all the control cards and the dat cards in proper se-

quence. Mandatory and optional card should he discussed.
If the model is interactive, include c mments on any special

techniques used for interactive submission of jobs.

5.2 Resource Requirements 11%

This subsection should describe the computer resource

required by the model. These include main memory, mas
storage, .number of tape units, execution time, numbers of

punched 'cards, and printed lines expected as output. If the

computer resources vary dei'indihg on input data, provide

aids to estimate them.

5.3 Restart/Recovery Procedur

For models that require large amounts of computer

resources it is important tolr cover from abnormal termina-
tions and to restart the job. I any such -provisions are

made in the model design,.they should be discussed in this

subsection.

6. Sample Model* Run

4111 Include a sample run t.hat illustrates the complete in

put scenario and the'resulting output to assist a beginning

user in making a test run and verifying correctness of pro-

. cedures.

r
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7. Trouble-Shooting Guide

Tabulate user input error-messages proddhed by the
Ns, .model ,software, and describe the required corrective action.

11 I I : 11 11

error's should-be discussed in the programmer's manual.

APPENDICES

Three appendices should bepro'Vided as required. Ap-
pendix A should provide an alphabetic-al listing of all ab-

. breviations and acronyms used inthe User's Manual. Appen-
dix Be should lista11 specialized User's ManAl terms and

V
their definitions: All applicable doc ments, including cit-
ed and uticited references, should be p ovided in Appendix C.

2
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Programmer's Manual and describes the contents'of each set-
This section provides a recommende organization for ;a

IV. GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING A PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL

tion--wwd- subsection pro p6s e d tai th$f ma al.

Programmer's. Manual written using these guidelines will en-

able a prdgrammer to maintain and modify a model. , The
gtiidelines'will provide all the details ne-oessary for a pro-
grammer to understand the operation of the model and to

trace through, it for debugging, for making modificatiods,
and for determining if and VW the model can be converted to

other computer,Aystems. Figure IV-1 is a recommended table
of contents for a,PrOgrammer's Manual. The sectidkrs and

subsections included in ehe figure cover the general needs
of a programmer interested in a model. In documenting a

particular model, however, sections and subsections may be.
added to improve clarity, and some subsections may be omit-,

ted for simple models. Any appropriate docdmentation pro-
duced using a program documentation language could be used'

to satisfy the guidelinei contained Vierein.

1. Introduction
X

The introduction to the Programmer's Manual should con-

tain the. background of the project, the 'purpose of the

model, and an overview of the remaining' sections in the

manual. A common introduction may be used foi all the manu-
als priepared for a model, but the specific purpose of a

Programmer's MAnual should be included in a statement of the

form:

"The purpose of this manualoiS to provide programmer

personnel of (model name) with the information neces-
sary to effectively maintain and modify the model."

1

2. Model Specifications

This section should provide a 'summary of the model's

specifications, including papabilities (i.e., problems ad-

dressed and methods of solution), a'descriPtion oaf the host
computer system, and the processing requirements (i.e.,
.memory, peripherals, languagts) placed by the model on that

host system. The details- should be presented in tabular
form (supplemented by narrative description; as appropri-.,

ate); whereby one table desc-ribes the,complete modeling sys7

tem and additional tables describe major submodels or pro-'

grams is needed for clarity.
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3. Model Description

This section should contain a well-structured presents-
.

tion with emphasis od the operational details of the model.

manner that cross-references special model language terms
1 with modeled system features whenever possible. This sec-
tion should bedivided into four subsections.

1

1
1

3.1 Processink

This subsection should provide details on model opera-

tions for programmers who need to understand the prpcessing
techni4ges used in the 'model. The discussion shoulot be at

the Macro level, with a discussion of internal routine de-

tails postponed until Section 4 of this manual. Details on

I/O fo4Maits and'.default input data values should be reserved
for the filer's Manual., Block diagrams should_ be used as

necessary tok supplement the narrative.

3.1.1 Overiiew. This subsection should present; in modeled
system terminology, an dverview of the problem solved by the
model. Include a discussion of the basic tasks modeled?
Figure 1.1172 is an example of a block diagram that could sup-

plementoa narrative description inlfhis 'subsection.

3.1.2 Major Components. This, subsection should describe ttie

flow of data or control information thrOugh the model at the
major routine`, or routine group, level. Include detailed
block diagramg that depict paths among the modeled tasks
highlighting major decision points in the lo-gic flow. This

subsection+ may contain ai many levels of discussion as are
niceVary to clearly describe model operation)

3.1.3 Model Initialization and Wrap-H2o. This subsection

should note any differences in the performance of model
tasks accomplished dmring model initialization and wr..m.eoup

and those- same tasks when performed, during normal process-

ing.

3.2 Data StructuiA.

This subsection should prOvide infoimation on all data

structures internal to the model. Include descriptions of
local and global variables, arrays, and data sets, as well

es any special data structures; such es the set-entity rent-,
tionships in $1,M5CRIPT. If required for understanding, '

separate descriptions of each array index should be provid-

bd. .
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O4

1.241 Local Data Structures. Thin subsection should contain
the meaning and Purpose of.all local variables; arrays, and '

'data sets '(local data structures have their values defined
only within particular routines). To improve clarity, locat

----Ltata-wtrweturel shoo-id-be -wswect-ate-d-witt tire routines- in

4

which they appear.

3.2.2 Global,) eta Structures.'"nis subseCtion should con-
.

tain the meaning and .purpose of all global variables, ar-
rays, and data sets (global data structures are defined
throughout the model). Include an alphabetized list of glo-'
bal data structures t'(including special data structures) ,

, by the routines in which they appear, and
the source code line numbers (Table' IV-1). Source code line
numbers can be obtained, from the source listing in Section 6
of this manual. Examples of global data structures that
should be included in this subsection are the COMMON. blocks
of FORTRAN.

Special Data Structures. -Any special data structures,
both local and global, should be listed and described in
this subsection. For'example, a job shop model implemented
in .SIMSCRIPT might represent the jobs with temporary enti-

, ties, the job processing requirements with entity' attri-
butes, and the sequence of production centers required to
process the job with'a Pet (owned, by the job with production
centers as numbers). A GPSS implementation, howe4er; might
represent the jobs with transactions, the processihg re-
quirements with transaction parameters, and the route with a
row in a matrix save value (the columns contain the sequence
of production-centers).'

3.3 Overlays

If the model is Overlayed, thia'subsection should pro-

vide details of the overlay design decisiols that determined
the overlay strategy.,IncludeA should be a narrative and a

blAk. diagram -Oescriptioh of the control-flow of the over-
lays and their interactions. Figure IV-3 contains a sample.

overlay structure with a main program, fOTir primary overlaly.,'
segients,'and five secondary overlay segmetits. Routines
residing in each overlay, and their memory requirements,
should be listed (Table IV -2). References should be made

to the discussion:of model processing in this manual (Sub-

section 3.1) to reinforce or clarify the overlay discussicin.
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A

- NAME
--IffUMB6

$

A
SOURCE CODE
LINE NUMBER

1 AMGO (V)
1

MAIN .15 ' 4
.

,

2 AOPS 4A)2 FASTER 52
3 BVBC (V) MAIN . 4 , to

TFBAI 163
PRNTREP 210

4 4

5

212
. .

,...:. 290 . .

CMCODE, (V1 '. *Mkt N ''..
,

10
AeSUMT 150

, PRNTREP ..0.

211
.1 286

LEvrsiT (Ds )3-mArisr 13
.A4)SUM
THBAB
THBAI', Iii,i,

PRNTREP .2$0
TCTV (V) MAIN 14

( ABFSTR 106 ,: e v
108.

PRNTREP 210
253

lItem.is a variable.

2Item is'an array.

3Itet is data set. ti

CRQSS - REFERENCED DATA STRUCTURE LIST SAMPLE

0

1

TABLE IV-1

0
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SEGMENT NUMBER/

1 MAIN
ROUT1
ROUT 2

50
10
20 .

ROUT3 20
2 PROC1 100

PROC 2 25
PROC 3 25

3 COMP1 75
C OM P2 50

4' SOLV1 75
SOLV 2 50

5 LSIGN1 100

z ° LS IGN2 20
L' IGN3 15

6 covio 140 .
7 FI ND1 70

,14 FI ND2 48 /
8 SUM10 140 /
9 WRITER 137/

10 REPdRT 12$

F

SAMPLE LIST. OF ROUTINES' BY OVERLAY SEGMENT`

'WALE IV-2

L

.

,70

ir r r
r"-.- A--41
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3.4 Model Modifications

0///This subsectitm should include information oncerning
changes in model .software and data bake,s. InClude a

ritscription.yf any -prugrummiug conveations used in- the model
(e.g., all' variable's referencing one; data tease may begin
with a specific character). In" additioo, this subsection
should provide procedures needed by pr/bgrammers during the
model compilation, recompilation,'and ecution stages. In-
clude a sample control card setup'that illustrates each of
those states, inclusting mandatory and optional cards. If

the model is interactive, include comments, on interactive
procedures.

3.4.1 Planned Maintenance. This subsection should 'identify'
all planned periodic. maintenance on the model and its data
bases (e.g., periodic data base

V
updates).

3.4.2 Qther Changes. This subsection should identify pro-
cedureplor%making all modifications to the model other than
planned periodic maisltenance-. Ptovide -details for making
changes neces"gitatedjoNi programming error's discovered during
model usage, as well as changes to, the model required by
changes in the host modeling language. Include directions
for implementing Software changes,to produce a new version
of the model (e.g., changes in model applicability).

4. Description of Routines
. .

. . .

This section should provide a detailed- description of

principal model routines. Include a discussion of all types
of' routines that comprise the model, (i.e., event,.
subroutine, function, etc). Provide an alphabetized listing
of all routine names along with calling ro9tineg and called
routines (Ta le IV-3) or a block diagr'an showing routine
linkages, as eeded. Each routine should be destrp,e'd in a

separate sub ection. For each routine, pr7vide the fokiow-
ing information.

4.1 Routine Name (First Routine)

4.1.1 Purpose. Briefly state the purpose of the routine
(e.g., routine .ALLOCATE computes the time a- Sob i8 scheduled
to complete its processing at a.production ce ter).

4.14 Type. Specify the type of routine (i.e., function,
subroutine). A description of all routin types in the
model shodld be contained. in" the introductory comments cef,

this section.

;

A

I
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4.1.3' Callings Sequence. List all VariableA, a ays,
pointer's in the routine calling -sequence.

4.1.4 Argument Definition. -Define all rotktine arguments.

4.1.5 Calling/Routines.. List all roatinee that call this
routine.

4.1.6 Called Routines. List all' routines called by thii
routine.

4.1.7 Files. List all files this routine creates or uses.

4.1.8 Error Messages. Iemite all error messages which can
originate in this routine.

411.9 Narrative. Include a narrative description as neces-
sary, to amplify .and highlight subtleties included in the
code. As a minimum, include any, equations and formulae
referenced Aroi the Analyst's Manual.

4.1.10 Block Diagrams. Use block diagrams alr other documen-
tation aids (such as program documentation languages), as
required, to clearly dApict operation of the routine.

4.1.14kample Test Run. Provid; the results' of test runs,
along with values.of=Tnput data, for each complex routine to
assist in verifying changes to thfse routines.

5. Data Base Description

This section should discuss all mass storage files used \_:-1
or crealed by the modej. Each'file shogld be described in a
separate subsection and should contain the following infor-
mation (each file description should begin on a new page).

5.1 File Name (First File)

- Provide the full name or acronym of all the model
files.

5.1;1 purpose. Briefly state the purpose of the file (e.g.,
contains preprocessed destpnation data).

5.1.2 Format. 'Explain the format of the file
size, record size, date item identification,' and field
sizes).

-32-
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NUMBER.

. 4.

1 8 ABFS IR
2 . ACSURT

3 . AUXSUM
4 . FASTER

1

5 , ,MAIN
6 PRNT REP
7 TFBAI

.-- 8 THBAB
9 THBAI

CALLING ROUT INE CALLED ROUTINE

NONE
TFBAI
THBAB
ACSUMT
ABFSTR
AUXSUM
FASTER
NONE
PRNTRLP
THBAI:

ear

CROSS.,REFERENCED ROUTINE LIST EXAMPLE

S

TABLE IV -,3
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5.1.3 Routines. Identify all routines that--use or create
the flri77r ,

. q

5.1.4 ppdatin ;. Include instructions qr file maintenance
and updating as apiropriate.

6.: Source Listing

This section,should contain he source cod: of the
.model. If the source_ listing 114 large, it should be bound
separately and made available upon request. Also, source

nlistings with line umbers can be referenced from Subsection
3.2.2,as a cross-reference for model variables.

7. Error Messages

_r

All, program-generated error messages,, the names of the
Maine*, in which they are generated, and suggested correc-

tive actions should be 'listed in this section. Each error
message may be described in a separate subsection.,

.11.'

APPENDICES
,* .4)

' FOZI-appendices to -this` manual should be provided as
required. .,Appendix A. should' define all terms in the

Programneris Manual not defined elsewhere in the document.
A list of 'applicable documents, including cited and uncited
..references, should be provided in Appendix B. Appendix C

should providi an alphabetized index that gives the.page op
which each-subject contained in-the Programmer's Manual may
be found: If the Programmer's Manual is divided-into more
thaw one volume, the index 'in the first volume should.be the
-index of the volumes. The index in each of the remaining
volumes should reference only those ,subjects within that
volume. 'Appendix »D should provide s listing of model test
results along with values entered into the model that pro-

: duced those results. Include any Intisrim model outputs
necessary to understand the final outputs. _Provide analyses
of model results as necessary:

et,

O
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V. GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING AN ANALYST'S MANUAL

This section presents a'recommended organisation for an
Analyst's Manual and describes the contents of each section
and subsectionto be included in that manual. An Analyst's
Manual prepared using these guidelines will enable an
analyst to understand a model's functional structure, the
algorithms used in the model, and techniques employed for
model verification and validation. Figure V-1 contains a

recommended table of contents for an Analyst's Manual. The
sections and subsections included cover We general needs of
an analyst interested in a model. In documenting a particu-
lar model, however, sections aird-subsections may be added to
improve clarity, and some subsections may be omitted for
simple models.

1. Introduction

The introduction vs the Analyst's Manual'should contain
the background of the project the purpose of the model, and
an overview of the remaini g Aections in'the manual. A com-
mon introduction may used for all the manuals prepared
for a model, but the cific purpose of the Analyst's Manu-
al should be included n a statement of the form:

t

.

"The purpose of this manual is to provid nonprogram-
ming analysts of' (model name) with the etails of the
algorithms used in the model and the techniques em-
ployed for model 'verification and validation."

2. Functional Zescription of the Model

This section should contain a well-structured presenta-
tion with emphasis on the functional details of the model.
The discussion should be written in an easy-to-understand
manner that, whenever possible, avoids the dose of highly
specialized terms. The section should be divided into four
subsections. .

2.1 Overview

This subsection should pTovide'a functional description
of the model in sufficient detail fOr fl,analyst'to under-
stand.the salient system features that were modeled. Func-'

,..--tronal flow charts and other graphics should be used to
enhance the narrative._ Include a statement of the kind of
model (i.e., discrete-event model chat simulates jobs enter-
ing a job shop at arbitrary points in time, being routed
through a predetermined sequence of production centers, and
being processed at the production centers) and the degree to
which the model portrays the'real world system. Figure V-2
is an example Of modeled system highlights., included should

-35-
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1. Introduction

2. Functional Description of the Model

2.1 Overview

2.2 Detailed Methodology

2.3 Assumptions and Limitations
2.3.1, Stochastic Assumptions

2.3.2 Magnitude Limitations
2..3 Critical Values

9

2.4 Model Flexibility

3. Model Input and Output Data

3.1 Input Data
3.2 Output Data

4. Model Verification and Validation

4.1 Verification Techniques
,4.2 Validation Considerations

APPENDICES,

A. Glossary

Bibliogtaphy

Q

. Sy

RECOMMENDED TABLE OF CONTENTS,j
FOR AN. ANALYST'S MANUAL
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be the set of model responses (output) produced by a giveh

set of mode?. input-data. Figure V-3 provides an example of
the types of model input and output. For additional details
on model description, the analyst should be directed to the
appropriate sectio of the User's Manual for this model.

2.2 Detailed Methodology

This subsection should provide the functional details

for analysts to understand the algorithms and equations used

in the model. Well-known mathematical-equations (and formu-
lae) should, be clearly identified and reftrences should be

cited for their derivation. For example, in a jolyshop model

the queuing discfpTine simulated for each production center
should be stated. Include the derivation for extensions of

known results or for the development of
such.

'nalytical tech-

niques.. Special complicating details, uch s the use' of

precalculated data for job arrival times s ld be stated.
The description must be detailed enough to demonstrate how

the model uses the input data to calculate output informa-
tion. Functional' flow charts and graphs should be used to

enhance the narrative descriptions of each algorithm. Fig-

ure V-4 is an example of a model functional flow chart.

This sectiod should include a subsection for each major al-
.

gorithm'or set of equations.

2.3 Assumptions =nd Limitations

' This subsecti shouldli
all factors that of =ct
lowing items should be inclu

t all model assumptions and

mode output\se. The fol-
.

a ropriate.

2.3.1 Stochastic Assumptions.. In this' subsection, itemize

all stochastic assumptions that affect model output accura-
cy. For example, the treatment of certain ratidom variables

in 'a simplistic manner, by using only their mean values and

not sampl4ng.from a statistical distribution, 'should be

Oscribed in this subsection. Each stochastic item should

belk,-described in a- separate subsection (e.g., 2.3.1.1,

2.3.1.2).

2.3.2 Magnitude Limitations. this subsection should include
all limitations on the size`of the problems the model can

S°
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ss. For example, the current dimensions of certain ar-
rays in a model may limit the number of activities that can /

be represented_in that model. Each limitatiod should be

described in a separate subsection.

2.3.3 Critical Values., This subsection should identiy
critical input data values to which model outputs are sensf-.
tive. Many elements that have a range of values will have
one value that is particularly significant to the analyst.
This may be a-breakpoint, a minimum stock level, or a criti-
cal job rate, etc. Each critical value should be described
in a separate subsection (e.g., 2.3.3.1, 2.3.3.2, etc.).

2.4 Model Flexibility__

This subsection should address the capability of adapt-
ing the model tq changing requirements, such as anticipated.
physical system operational changes, interapttng with new oi
improved models, and planned periodic changes. An example
of a flexible design is one -that facilitates the addition,of
a machine failure and repair subsystem to a job shop model.
Model components and procedures designed to be flexible,..
shall be clearly identified. Factors that affect model
flexibility are the familiarity of the analyst with the

model, the model's .size, its complexity, and its datai,struct-
'a 4

tures. Subsections should be used as required.'

3. :Model Input and Output Data

This section should discuss the categories of input
data and the accuracy of model output data. The material
contained in the next two subsections will enable the

analyst to assure theexistence of the datsnecessary ioNx-
ecute the model and to ascertain the accuracy of the data

generated by the model. .

3..1 Input Data

co

oi7b

.

'Identify all categories of input data and any npecial.'
analytical techniques required to obtain those datla. . If the --

sources of input data include output from other models, pro-
vide sufficient details to'enabke an analyst po assess t'he
appropriateness of those data in salving his problem. Fox
exampler-elf the arrival rate, of jobs is provides by a
separate model of the order handling, process, the analyst.
needs to-determine thatthe simulated orderIng process .

-40- -
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corresponds to the one existing,in his job. shop. Details on
'input data/types ,and 'formats, should be reserved fox_the._____
User's Manual.

P. -
3:2-; OutpAllNAta

/-1
v r

This subsection .should provide the 'analyst with a_
methodology for assessing the accuracy of model outptilx- data.
Since the.accuraty of the output values will be :judged in

relating to the 'method used to derive them, a review,of,,the
algorithms used to compute those output values mai/ be neces-
sary at this point. Describe,, in detail any corrective ac-
tions to be taken by an analyst in case of inaccurateoutptit
values, (i.e., Should the analyst coneact'a programmer for a
program change or have a vier modify the input data deck , to
correct the problemI). Subsections may be used as, required.

7-
'a

4. Model Verification and Validation A

This section of the Analyst's Manual should, describe
the methodology used 'to verify and . validate the model.
Model verification (sometimes1b4erred to as software vali-
dation) is concerned with the compatibility of the model's
programmed struccure to the anal-ilf's design and with model
debugging. Model validation provides the apalysts, and user,
with the confpdence that the model provid0-a good represen-
tation,of the modeled System.

.

4.1 ` rification Techniques

This section should provide, an analyst with' concise
procedures by which the model was verified. Each equation
included in Section 2.2 of .the Analyti's Manual should be

verified and cross=referenced to the Trogrammer's Manual for
this model. Include all other verification techniques ,used.

4.2 Validation Considerations

This section should. .prow de an analyst with the

description of any procedures tiat were toed to ensure that
the model is an "a"ccurate" abstraction of the real system.
Any methodology used to determine how well ,the -model-

.

represents the'real system shpuld be prestnted in this sec-
tion. While complete'confidence in amodel may be impossi-
ble, a.good validation procedure can increase the amount of

confideficC an analyst has in a iocd1,0.. Figure V-5 is an ex-
ample of a graph that could be use in a model validation
procedure:.

Jok,
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APPENDICES

* . ,

Two appendices to this anusl should4 be provided zAii
t,
re-

quired. Appendix A,should define all terms In the Analyst "s"
Manual not defined elsewhere in the d current. Appendix, A
should provide a list of epplicable'dd ummts and a bibliog-
raphy designed for use by system analy ts. 1 , .P.
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VI. MODEL SUMMARY
a 4.0

it is suggested that documentation,fbr each model in-

glude the information, outlined below, as part of the model
documentation package. This information provides general_in-
formation'about the model and facilitates its poss ble,use
by otheks. -;.

A. Basic Description.

1. Name or t4tle of M6del.
2. Developer(s).
3. Agency or company.
4. Sponsor; purpose'or objective of sponsor.
5. When developed?
64. Where developed?
7. Development time and cost?
8. Developed separately or as part, of larger

study?

B. Subject Matter of Model.
4

1. Major purpose of model.
2. Scope of model.

'3. State basic description or theory underlying
the model,

4: State specific diecipline(s) required for model

use, if required.
'5. How does model differ from other similar

40
models?

C., Modeling Technique. (7

1. Describe type of., model.
I. Does model use any standard packages (e.g.

linesr programming, statistical, etc.)?-
3: Was the model developed from another model?

If yes, describe process.
4. Is its structure clear? Its variables?
5. Describe data requirements of motel.
6. Does model receive any data from other models?
7. What constraints are affecting the model?

D. Computer Aspects of Model.

1. In what computer language is the model written?
2., What machine(s),is it programmed for?
3. How much. time does it take to tun?

. 4. Size of model (lines of code, core to,run etc.)..

)

5. How many parameters doek model require?

io

.
-
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E. Validation of model.

1. Has model been, vali4eted? How ?
2. Has model been documented? How welL?
3. Has model been critiqued oe appraised?'" By, mhom?

At what'point?
4. Has there been a sensitivity analysis performed

on the model? By whom?
5. an the model by used from currentdocumentation?

4 has it been used?

F. Model Use.

1. If asked-, how vittlild you demonstrate the utility
of fhe model? Have you demonstrated it?

2. ,With whom should one get in touch to discuss
Use of the model?

3. How much would tit cost to transfer the model?
4. Are the model relationships or parametey easy

to use for the user
5. Hive there beitn.any papers given' or written on

the model/ Cite references. r

Is the output of the model special or is it
-7- designed for a general audience?

a.

.

,

a

, .
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VII. SUMMARY

The guidelines on the previous pages should assi /

the'vreparation of documentation:for computer mode's,, uch
documentation is primarily a tool for human coWmunication.
Varying information needs of different -types of reades such
as managers, model users, programmers, and analysts are
accommodated. While managers are often pi need of a broad
spectrum of general information required for decisionma1ing,
users are primarily inxerested in practical aspects of the
model and its 'application to the users specific problems.
Programmers require technical -details which are needed for
maintenance and modification of the model, while analysts are
interested in fhe processing aspects and tie underfying
analytical methods and algorithms. By providing sections
whi'dh have been specifically tailored to the viewpoints Of
diverse readers,thumin communications are enhanced and
differing information needs are satisfied. '

' Users of these-gui elines are requested to provide feed-
back on their uae.of this document to the authors. It would
be oft interest how well the.document has Served the u -ser's
needs, what parts have been especially useful, what parts were
not used and why, and what changes or additions are suggested
by the readers and users of th, document. Such comments would
be used in future\revisions. Use of this user experience .

would beofgreat value to the Federal Modeling ConiMunity to
which this paper is addressed.

't
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